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1> How many seasons was Quantum Leap on the air?
a. 3
b. 8
c. 1
d. 5

2> Played by Dean Stockwell , who is the hologram on the show?
a. Ziggy
b. Tina
c. Al
d. Sam

3> Who plays the main character Doctor Sam Beckett on the show?
a. Fran Bennett
b. Brad Silverman
c. Scott Bakula
d. Jimmy Lamotta

4> Whom does Sam leap into in the debut episode of the show?
a. A lawyer
b. A test pilot
c. A boxer
d. A valet

5> When Sam leaps in as a boxer, who owns part of his contact?
a. A veterinarian
b. A cowboy
c. A group of teachers
d. A convent

6> Whom is Sam trying to save in Vietnam?
a. A military nurse
b. A Vietnamese baby
c. His brother
d. A journalist

7> What is the name of the dog in the episode where Sam is a blind pianist?
a. Beethoven
b. Bach
c. Mozart
d. Chopin

8> In one episode, Sam is a monkey. What is his name?
a. Cheetah
b. Tarzan
c. George
d. Bobo

9> Who is Sam's TV partner when Sam is Future Boy?
a. Captain Galaxy
b. Captain Explore
c. Captain Orbit

d. Captain Time

10> What is the name of the biker that attacks Sam in the episode "Rebel Without a
Clue"?
a. Crazy T
b. T-Bone
c. Devil Dog
d. Mad Dog

11> What is the name of the magician that Sam plays?
a. Ivan the Illusionist
b. The Amazing Alfred
c. Marvin the Magnificent
d. The Great Spontini

12> In the episode "The Runaway," who runs away?
a. The dog
b. The son
c. The daughter
d. The mother

13> In the episode "Nuclear Family," what new business does the family start?
a. Tour guides
b. Swimming pools
c. Bowling alleys
d. Taco stands

14> In the episode "Play Ball," what kind of animal is the team mascot?
a. Pig

b. Rooster
c. Monkey
d. Donkey

15> In the episode "The Hurricane," what is the name of the Hurricane?
a. Mary
b. Erin
c. Camille
d. Jenny

16> When did Quantum leap debut?
a. 1976
b. 2003
c. 1985
d. 1989

17> In the episode "Leaping of the Shrew," what nationality is Sam?
a. Greek
b. American
c. Polish
d. Russian

18> Which assassin does Sam leap into?
a. Jack Ruby
b. James Wilkes Booth
c. Lee Harvey Oswald
d. Sirhan Sirhan

Answers:
1> 5 - The show won two Golden Globe Awards.
2> Al - Al is able to appear in the past, but only as a hologram.
3> Scott Bakula - Scott also had a recurring role on Murphy Brown.
4> A test pilot - Sam leaps into the life of a pilot whose wife is pregnant.
5> A convent - He has to help the nuns raise money to build a church.
6> His brother - In the original time line, Sam's brother is killed in Vietnam.
7> Chopin - Chopin is a German Shepherd.
8> Bobo - Sam leaps into a monkey who is a part of the space program.
9> Captain Galaxy - Captain Galaxy helps Sam with his own time travel theory.
10> Mad Dog - In this episode, Sam has to save Becky and help a restaurant owner.
11> The Great Spontini - In this episode, Sam has to help Sponini retain custody of his
daughter.
12> The mother - In the first time line, the mother runs away and is never seen again.
13> Swimming pools - The family was building bomb shelters.
14> Pig - Sam is playing ball for the Mustangs in this episode.
15> Camille - In this episode, Sam leaps into a deputy sheriff.
16> 1989 - The show was created by Donald P. Bellisario.
17> Greek - In this episode, he is stranded on a desert island.
18> Lee Harvey Oswald - Although never tried, official accounts claim that Lee shot
President Kennedy.
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